2022 Legends Info
Division Presented by

For Racing at the

Authorized Legend Dealer

RULES/CAR CONSTRUCTION
We follow all the rules set by INEX. For more info visit www.inexseries.com and www.uslegendcars.com

2022 Legend Feature Prize Money.
$250 - $150 - $75 - $40 thru field
Cars Eliminated in the Last Chance Race $25
2022 Season Championship Point Fund*
$1000 - $650 - $400 - $350 - $300
$275 - $250 - $225 - $200 - $150
* Can Miss 2 Races & Must attend the banquet

Legend Teams. Effectively immediately, there has been a revision in how feature lineups are determined.
EVENT FORMAT
Firstly, staying the same, drivers will continue to use their best overall lap in practice as a “qualifying time”.
Drivers are then spread evenly across heat races with those races being half inverted by those times.
NEW. The feature lineup will consist of two groups.
• The front group will include the top finishers from the heat races. Those are the top 3 finishers from
each heat if there are 3 heat races or the top 4 finishers from each heat if there are 2 heat races. This
entire front group of drivers will be inverted by traditional Speedrome rankings (if needed, see rules of
competition for a definition of rankings).
• The remaining group of drivers will be lined up by their finishing positions from the heat races (like the
previous lineup system). If a last chance race or races are needed, this will serve as those lineups with
transfer spots on the line
• This may be adjusted at any time.
The car count and support have been so fantastic so far this year. We hope this change continues to help the
growth of the series. Thank You All the Race Teams!

Points
Feature
100, 97, 94, 92, 90, 88, 86, 84, 82, 80, 78, 76, 75-field
Last Chance (non-transferring drivers)
74, 73, 72, 71, 70, 69, 68, 67, 66, 65-field
Heats – 1 point for each lap completed
Hard Luck – 50 for any participating driver who earns no other points

